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For Teachers
Using this theatre resource guide
This theatre resource guide for The Titanic Project is designed to be used with
students before and after attending the Festival Theatre production. The guide includes
information and activities that will increase student understanding of this and other
theatrical performances. You may reproduce any and all of the following pages to
distribute to students or parents.

Facts at a Glance

Page 4

People of Note

Page 5

Story Themes

Page 7

We Made Something Out of Nothing!

Page 8

What is the Titanic and what do we know about the ship and the tragedy?

A little more information about crew and passengers referenced in The Titanic Project.

A summary of the themes explored by the students of The Titanic Project.

A short play about devised theatre and the process behind the creation of this new work.

In Class Activity: Devise your own scene

Page 10

The Part YOU Play

Page 11

A simple example of hte kind of exercises the actors used to create The Titanic Project.

This page reminds students of their role as audience members, stressing the importance of
listening carefully and responding appropriately. Post-performance discussion questions are
also included.
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What do we know about the Titanic and the tragedy?
The RMS Titanic was a much publicized and celebrated British passenger
liner that sank in the North Atlantic Ocean April 15, 1912, during its maiden
voyage from Southampton to New York after striking an iceberg. There were
approximately 2,224 people aboard the ship. 713 survived in lifeboats. Of the
1,500 passengers and crew who died, only 306 bodies were found. Passengers
included some of the richest people in the world as well as hundreds of
emigrants from Europe seeking a new life in North America. The Titanic is
one of the most famous tragedies in modern history and has inspired countless
books, films, documentaries, and even a musical.
•		The Titanic includes the title “RMS,” which stands for Royal Mail Ship. It is the ship prefix used for
seagoing vessels that carry mail under contract to the British Royal Mail.
• Was the largest ship at the time, an honor shared with
sister ships the Olympic and the Britannic. The Titanic was
nearly 3 football fields long and 1 football field wide.
• The ship’s top speed was 24 knots (27 miles an hour). It
was going 22 knots (25 miles per hour) the night of the
tragedy.
• The most expensive ticket on the Titanic was most likely $2,560 in 1912 dollars, or more than $61,000
today.
• First class passengers were the wealthiest passengers on the ship including businessmen, socialites, actors,
professional athletes, politicians, bankers and high-ranking military personnel. Second class travelers
were middle class including clergy, professors, authors and tourists. Third class passengers were primarily
emigrants hoping for a better life in America and Canada.
• Passengers and crew together, there were 109 children, 425 women, and 1,690 men.
• The Titanic was supposed to have 64 lifeboats but instead only have
20--enough for only ⅓ of the passengers. The ship sank before the final 2
lifeboats were able to launch.
• The iceberg was spotted at 11:40pm on April 14, 1912. Only 37 seconds
passed between the sighting and the collision. The Titanic sank in 2 hours
and 40 minutes.
• Of the 1,500 to die, approximately 1,080 were third class men and crew.
• The temperature of the water was about 28 degrees fahrenheit. Few would have survived longer than 15
minutes in the water, while around one in five would have died within two minutes from cold shock.
• The wreckage was uncovered by oceanographer and professor Robert Ballard September 1st, 1985. A
widely held theory was that the iceberg cut at 300 foot gash in the side of Titanic. Once the wreckage was
discovered, the damage was instead 12 to 13 square feet. That’s slightly less than two sidewalk squares.

People of Note
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Captain Edward John Smith - Captain
At the age of 30, Smtih joined the White Star Line as the Fourth Officer of SS Celtic. In
1904, at the age of 54, after successful commands of the Baltic, Adriatic and the Olympic,
Captain Smith became the commodore, or senior captain, of the White Star Line,
meaning he was responsible for commanding the newest ocean liners. His 1912 voyage
on the RMS Titanic was rumored to be his final command before retiring. Captain Smith
famously went down with his ship.

J. Bruce Ismay - Managing Director, White Star Line
Ismay was the highest ranking White Star official to survive the sinking of the Titanic.
Ismay was lambasted in the press for abandoning the ship while women and children
were still aboard. During the congressional investigation, some passengers claimed to
witness Ismay pressuring Captain Smith to go faster and arrive in New York earlier for
good publicity. His reputation never recovered and he kept a low profile until his death
in 1937. The claims are heavily disputed, yet every subsequent film about the Titanic
portrays Ismay as a coward and a villain.

Phillip Franklin - Head of the White Star Line New York Office
At the sinking of the Titanic, Franklin was 41 and in charge of the White Star Line office
and terminus affairs at IMM headquarters in New York City.

Thomas Andrews - Managing Director of
Harland and Wolff Shipyards
Born in 1873, Andrews was an Irish shipbuilder whose company constructed the Titanic.
Andrews was aboard the Titanic for its maiden voyage to observe operations. After the
iceberg, Andrews was summoned to assess the damage. He purportedly told Captain
Smith that the sinking was a “mathematical certainty.” He was 39 years old.

Jack Phillips - Crew, Wireless Officer
Born in 1887, Jack Phillips was 25 when he died upon the sinking of the Titanic. After the
iceberg, Phillips submitted the CQD distress signal to all nearby ships.

Children of the
Titanic
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Eva Hart - First Class Passenger
Hart was seven years old when she and her parents boarded. Hart has
been interviewed for numerous books and documentaries including her
autobiography. Until her death in 1996 at the age of 91, Hart remained very
active in Titanic-related activities.

Madeleine Violet Melliger - Second Class Passenger
Madeleine was was thirteen when she boarded the Titanic with her mother. She
contributed to the Walter Lord novel A Night To Remember about the Titanic. Madeleine
died in 1976 in Toronto at the age of 77.

Michael Marcel Navratil - Second Class Passenger
Navratil was four years old on the Titanic. He and his younger brother had
boarded with their father, who did not survive. They were the only children
to survive without either parent and didn’t speak English, so they called the
“Titanic Orphans.” He died in 2001 at the age of 92.

Frank Goldsmith - Third Class Passenger
Goldsmith was a ten year old on the Titanic. Before his death in 1982 at the age of 79,
Goldsmith would write Echoes in the Night: Memories of a Titanic Survivor--the only
survivor account by a third-class passenger.

Jack Thayer - First Class Passenger
Born in 1894, Thayer was 17 when he survived the Titanic. Thayer went on to give many
first-hand accounts of the sinking. He was one of only about 40 survivors to have either
jumped or fallen into the water. Thayer took his own life at the age of 50.

Story Themes
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1) Human Acheivement vs. Nature
The Titanic was a stunning example of human technological achievement. The engineers,
architects, crew members, and passengers were all in awe of the ship -- and so confident
in its certain dependability that safety precautions were not addressed. The Titanic’s story
is a classic episode in the ongoing drama between human knowledge, technological
advancement, and natural law.
What aspects of the story support this theme?

2) Learning from History
When you watch our play, you’ll be introduced to a group of students -just like yourselves -- who are pulling together a homework assignment
for school. They’re working on a history project about the sinking of the
Titanic, and so they spend a lot of time researching the facts and trying
to uncover the stories of the Titanic’s real-life passengers. Like many
stories we study in History Class, the tale of the Titanic is a tragic story.
When we look at episodes from the past, we ask ourselves, “Why did this
happen in this way?”, and we prepare ourselves to make more educated
decisions in the future!
What are some of the important lessons to take away from the tragedy of the Titanic?

3) Hope and Courage in a Crisis
The passengers on the Titanic were in a scary situation and they had to make difficult
decisions. Adult men, for instance, did not go on the lifeboats, so that more women and
children could get to safety. The people onboard the lifeboats had to choose whether to go
back to the ship and look for more people or try and get
away from the ship and move toward a safer destination.
Many of the passengers on the ship were immigrants
-- people coming to America in search of a better future.
Throughout the story, there are many examples of people
choosing to be hopeful and courageous, even when the
circumstances were scary.
What makes someone a hero?

We Made SOmething
Out of Nothing!
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A Short Play About Devising The Titanic Project
Q: So, wait a minute. Hold the phone. I’m reading through this resource guide and I have so many questions!
Like, who even wrote this play?
A: It was written by the actors and the directors. It’s what we call a devised theatre piece.
Q: A what? What is devised theatre?
A: Devised theatre is a form of theatre where the script is created collaboratively, often through improv, by a
group of people rather than from any one writer.
Q: Oh, so it’s improv?
A: Not exactly. The improv is typically only used as part of the process. The final devised piece is rehearsed
and presented just like other plays.
Q: Oh! So it’s just like any other play!
A: Again, not quite. Devised theatre is often more “theatrical” than your typical play, meaning there are usually
more opportunities for creative movement, non-linear storytelling meaning the narrative jumps forward
and backwards through time, and actors playing multiple characters. Devised theatre is also very ensemble
focused and often most actors remain onstage for the entire show.
Q: Cool! So you really started with nothing?
A: Nothing but 25 great youth actors and the topic of the Titanic! Jackie and Seth, our directors, quickly threw
together an outline and split the actors into three groups: the 21st century kids, the clowns, and the ghosts of
the Titanic.
Q: Clowns!? There are clowns in this show?!
A: Yeah, but not like you’re thinking. A “clown” in theatre can mean many different things but has nothing
to do with balloon animals and a red nose. For our purposes, the clowns are like a Greek chorus from the
theatre of Ancient Greece--they’re the all-knowing storytellers.
Q: Oh, I get it. So....why the Titanic? That was like, a billion years ago?
A: Oh, come on, it was 105 years ago! And anyway we believe it’s really important to look to our past and learn
from our history to better understand the present and shape our future. There’s a lot we can learn from the
tragedy of the Titanic.
Q: That’s true. So, why devised theatre? I read somewhere that there’s already a Titanic: The Musical, why not
just do that?
A: That’s a great question. We’ve done devised work at Festival Theatre before but never with youth actors. We
wanted to give our actors, many of whom have performed with us before, a new opportunity to create a truly
unique theatrical experience.

SOmething Out of
Nothing! (continued)
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Q: Sounds terrifying. Weren’t the actors scared?
A: Sure, it can be a scary process! But Seth and Jackie had a lot of great exercises to help make it easier. For
example, we have one scene in the play that shows what it was like for passengers as they tried to board
the Titanic’s lifeboats. We started with each actor researching one of the Titanic’s survivors and gathering
information about that person’s specific experience boarding the lifeboats. Then, we shared these stories as a
group and gathered a list of things that were similarities between all of the stories and used the similarities to
paint our own picture for the stage.
Q: Wow, when you put it that way, it doesn’t sound as scary. But what if I’m too little to read or do research?
A: There were many other ways we involved the youth actors in the creative process. Some performers with
musical abilities wrote music for the play based on poems about the Titanic. And many of the actors have
had input as to what their costumes will look and how their scenes will be staged.
Q: So it is a musical!?
A: Well…
Q: Ok. Well, that does sound like a unique opportunity!
A: We wanted to show our youth actors and any other kids who see The Titanic Project that they, too, can make
their own theatre. So often what’s exciting about acting is getting cast, being chosen. There’s nothing wrong
with liking that feeling, but we want to show kids that you don’t want to sit around, waiting to be chosen.
You can choose yourself! You, too, can make something out of nothing!
Q: Wow, that’s pretty inspiring! You’re kind of making me want to get out there and make up my own play!
Any advice for kids like me?
A: Don’t be afraid to make mistakes because that’s how you learn and make discoveries. Experiment!
Somethings won’t work the way they do in your imagination, but by trying them and going through that
process you can discover other ideas. There’s a great quote by the playwright Samuel Beckett: “Try again.
Fail again. Fail better.”
Q: Ok! I’ll get to work on failing better.
A: Break legs!
Q: Wait, what?
A: Oh. Uh...

The End

In Class Activity
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For this activity, work with a group to create your own devised theatre piece
using a true story from a passenger on the Titanic. To begin, read through the
story below:
Jean Hippach, a 16-year-old passenger, was asleep when the ship hit the iceberg. When she woke
up, her mother explained that people were talking about the collision, but that no one was alarmed or
thought there was any danger. Jean decided to go out onto the deck because she had never seen
an iceberg and was hoping to catch a glimpse of one. Once they got to the top of the deck, the saw
some lifeboats being lowered, but didn’t want to get into one right away because the thought it would
be less safe than staying on the Titanic.
Create a short performance piece based off of this story using the steps below. Remember: there are
no rules or to this! Feel free to be creative and move beyond this basic recipe.

1
2
3
4
5

Determine how many characters are in this story.
Remember: one actor can play more than one character. Also -- an actor can play
something other than a human character -- actors can be scenery or narrators. It’s all
about imagination.

Determine what the story looks like.
Imagine that you need to show the story the audience without using any words. How can
you be very specific about your movement to help the audience see all of the different
parts of the story?

Add the words back in.
Now that you’ve got specific movements in, start adding words back in. What do the
characters say to each other? How do the characters feel during the story? What do the
characters want? What are the relationships between the characters?

Imagine the next scene.
Now, you really have to get creative. Imagine the next part of the story, and come up with
an imaginary second scene to show what happens to the characters after the story above.

Share with your class!
Share each other’s stories. How did different groups perform the same story? How did
different groups change the endings?

THe Part

You

Theatre Etiquette
To prepare for presenting The Titanic
Project, actors memorized their lines and
practiced their movements. They worked
with directors. The costume and set were
also planned. The stage manager is ready
to make sure everyone on stage and
backstage is safe and does the right things
at the right time. All Festival Theatre needs
now is YOU!
YOU have a part to play in The Titanic
Project. You are the audience. Your part
requires you to listen carefully and watch
closely.
It’s okay to laugh or applaud if you enjoy a
play, but remember that you and the actors
are in the same room. Talking or
whispering to friends during the
performance will distract actors. Help them
play their parts well by playing YOUR part
well.

Play
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Reacting to the
Performance
After the performance, share your
experience of The Titanic Project
with your class, family and friends:
• Who was the most memorable
character and why?
• What did you learn about the
tragedy of the Titanic? In what
ways was this time different than
now? How was it the same?
• What were the lessons and themes
of the play?
• What was your favorite part of the
play and why?

Get Involved
For information about Arts Education opportunities
at Festival Theatre, visit www.festivaltheatre.org
or call 715.483.3387.

